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State Negotiator's Submit Counter Proposal: More of the Same

Over the weekend, after receiving a proposal from our elected bargaining team

negotiators representing the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) sent over a

proposal outlining more of the same. Read their proposal by clicking here!

1. Beginning on 8/12/20 reduce state employee filled and vacant pins as needed.

2. Beginning on 8/12/20, all salary schedules will be reduced by 5% for FY 21.

3. The 2% COLA for FY 21 would be eliminated.

4. Beginning on 8/12/20, leave time will no longer be treated as work time for the

purposes of earning overtime.

5. Beginning on 1/1/21, the state will no longer pay more than the negotiated health

benefits premium percentages. The state will revert to contributing 80% of the premium

charge for PPO plans, 85% of premium for the EPO plan, 85% of premium for the IHM

plan, 80% for the prescription drug plan and 50% for the dental plan as agreed upon in

the MOUs.

6. If additional federal assistance/relief/stimulus funding is received in FY21, such that

the State of Maryland has the ability to discontinue any salary reductions, the State

agrees to do so.

They have offered the exact same proposals as in prior sessions and as offered to other

unions except that if they have additional revenue they have inserted language allowing

the cuts to be reversed via an unspecified mechanism or trigger. This is unacceptable.

The Board of Public Works has already rejected these devastating cuts. It's critical that

we fund frontline employees and not make cuts impeding state workers' ability to

effectively perform their job. 

We are scheduling additional negotiating dates and will have an update as soon as

possible. From here, we will respond with a counter to this proposal and update our

membership on the results as soon as we have our next session to negotiate. Until then,

stay tuned and if you have not already we are encouraging members to take action by

printing this sign and and sending a picture with YOUR answer to the question, "Why is it

important to fund the frontlines and not cut the frontlines?" Download the sign on our

website!
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EMERGENCY PAY GRIEVANCE UPDATE 

Last month, AFSCME Council 3 filed the largest group grievance in Maryland’s history

of collective bargaining with the State of Maryland for violating our Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU). This grievance is an important step to protect our AFSCME

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) language which says that state employees

whose duties require them to report to work to continue agency operations during an

emergency condition or who are required to report to work during a declared

emergency condition are entitled to be credited (i.e. paid) two hours of work time for

each hour actually worked. Read our MOU on our website: www.afscmemd.org. 

As of June 9th over 4,300 AFSCME bargaining unit members filed a grievance via

consolidated addendums to Step 1 of their agency. Below are the updated steps and

statuses for your relevant agency. As we move forward, we know this will be a long and

complicated proceeding. In conjunction with our legal team, we are closely monitoring

the State’s responses and corresponding budget actions.

During a recent negotiation session, chief negotiators from the Department of Budget

and Management revealed that federal funding from the CARES act can be used to

reimburse the state for expenses related to state employment including employee

salaries. This is a critical piece of information because it means the State will have a

clear funding source to pay out this grievance. We will continue to update all

participants as we move through the grievance procedure. 

At Settlement conference level: DGS, MSDE, MDVA, Military, MSP, Comptroller, All

MDOT (SHA, MDTA, MVA, MAA, MPA)

At Step 2:DPSCS, DJS, DHS, Agriculture, DAT, MDH (some worksites are at Step 1 and

will be pushed to this step by Friday, 7/24)

At Step 1 still: Labor (will be pushed Friday), DNR (Had to re-file due to turn-over in

Human Resources) 

Make sure you get the latest updates by updating your personal information! Don't let

management send our updates to spam- visit our website at www.afscmemd.org
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DLS points to solutions that haven’t really been tapped yet: for example, the Rainy Day

Fund has over $1 billion.  The Local Income Tax Reserve Fund could be tapped for $100

million.  All told there are 243 special funds and accounts that the State manages, with

balances totaling over $2 billion (using FY19 figures, which are the most up-to-date

numbers).

There are other unknowns that will play important roles in addressing the State’s

budget.  It is still not know how much more money will be coming to Maryland from the

Federal government.  The HEROES Act passed by the U.S. House of Representatives

would provide almost $10 billion to Maryland, approximately split between state,

county and local governments.  There are still determinations being made on how

CARES Act money, the previous federal aid package, can be allocated.  

Finally, it won’t be known until August how much money the State is actually receiving

from business and individual tax payments from tax returns due July 15.What we do

know is that the State is in the midst of a pandemic health crisis.  And the health crisis

is causing budget deficits which, by law, have to be addressed in order to balance the

budget.  But Maryland needs its frontline workers – YOU – to fight the pandemic and

keep Maryland moving forward.  

There’s already a staffing crisis in Maryland – there was BEFORE the Coronavirus

pandemic – and the budget cannot be allowed to be balanced on the backs of state

employees who are delivering the services that Maryland needs.

Budget Presentations Between DLS and DBM Show Agreement, Differences

On Wednesday (July 8th, 2020)  and Thursday (July 9th, 2020) fiscal year 2021 (FY21)

budget presentations were provided to the House Appropriations and Budget &

Taxation Committees of the Maryland General Assembly.  Presentations were given by

the Department of Legislative Services (DLS) and the Maryland Department of Budget

& Management (DBM).

There is agreement between DLS and DBM that we have significant budget challenges

going forward.  Both of them rely on revenue projections provided by Moody’s

Analytics, a respected accounting firm.  From this point, though, they start to diverge

on their projections.  DLS projects an FY21 budget deficit of between $1.5 – 2.0 billion. 

DBM goes with the higher number.  They diverge even more on FY22 projections, with

DLS looking at a $3.4 – 4.8 billion deficit, and DBM saying $4.6 billion.


